
RE: Hidden Valley Water Tank RSUP21-007 Opposition to SUP 

My name is Earl Howsley and I am a Hidden Valley resident living on Lone Horse Dr. 

 Myself and other Hidden Valley residents will experience severe construction noise, dust and excavating 

vibration (possible house settling cracks) from this project. The visual impact of this 1,000,000 million 

gallon tank will last forever. We will be sitting below 6,000 TONS of water that could come rushing down 

with a seismic event failure or supply pipe rupture. 

My understanding is that this proposed water tank will be double the size of the two existing tanks in 

the Hidden Valley Park, and they are very unsightly. 

The Special Use Permit is requesting a 1,000,000 million gallon tank but the engineers are calling out for 

a 1,400,000 of water storage tank. There are 18 references in the material to the 1.4 m gallon tank. How 

can this be? Did they round up by 40%? 

One of the relevant policies (SETM 8.6) says that tanks will not be located in open space or near trails. 

Hidden Valley Park is all about open space and trails and this proposed tank conflicts with both of these 

conditions so there is no way to meet this condition. 

Below are the SUP conditions that variances are requested for. Can we please get the mitigation that is 

proposed for each of these waived conditions? Currently each waived condition appears to be open 

ended. 
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There are no benefits from this project to the Hidden Valley residents. (The park is very minimal) The 

beneficiaries from the project are listed below. The golf course, UNR farms and the Daybreak project. 

The UNR farm and the golf course will have excess water rights to sell and stand to make $Millions$ but 

they have “no skin” in the game. Hidden Valley residents will be taking the infrastructure hit. The 

beneficiaries noted below should support the infrastructure needed to benefit them. Additionally, I am 

not aware of how these entities will have the stored water delivered to them. I imagine this will require 

more scaring of the park open space and trails and possibly to the Hidden Valley streets. 

 

In conclusion I oppose the SUP approval and believe that the SUP should be denied for this location. 

Thank You,  

/S/Earl Howsley 
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